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Nevers Place District (Mile Post 55.1 - 89.1)

The Nevers Place story begins early in 1838.  The United States Congress has just ratified the 1837 treaty with the Chippewa 

(Ojibwe) Nation.  This treaty opened the St. Croix River valley for permanent settlement and harvesting of the rich, virgin pine 

forests.  During the summer of 1838, Benjamin Baker and his associate, Jesse Taylor, arrived from Fort Snelling to make a 

claim on the west bank of the St. Croix River, at the head of steamboat navigation in what is present day Taylors Falls.  Baker 

and Taylor began construction of a mill complex in anticipation of the timber wealth that would soon float down the St. Croix 

River.  This marked the beginning of the first permanent settlement in the area but it was not until 1851 that the first plat of the 

town site was surveyed and the town was designated as "Taylors Falls."

There were no roads leading to Taylors Falls.  The only ‘highway’ was the St. Croix River, traveled by steamboat, barge, 

bateaux, or birch-bark canoe.  Enough immigrants were about to use this river highway to make Taylors Falls a ‘gateway of 

immigration.’  The only other means of getting to Taylors Falls was on foot or horseback, through meandering forest trails.  In 

1853, a rough government road was finally cut through the wooded country from Point Douglas by way of Stillwater to Taylors 

Falls and northward to Lake Superior.  The St. Croix Scenic Byway closely follows the alignment of the 1853 Government 

Road from Point Douglas through the Stagecoach Trail District, the Sawmill District and the Immigrant Trail District to reach 

Taylors Falls.  

The Government Road alignment went over the top of the bluff behind the Folsom house (still preserved in the Angel Hill 

National Historic District) and down along the edge of the hill to main street.  From the foot of the bluff the Government Road 
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ran toward the St. Croix to a rock outcropping that can still be seen at the beginning of Wild Mountain Road, the gateway to 

the Nevers Place District.  The first bridge to span the St. Croix River was built at Taylors Falls in 1853.  Taylors Falls had 

become a thriving community of several hundred people.  

W.H.C. Folsom opened a general store in 1850 for the young community's needs and to supply the east coast immigrants 

moving west to log the white pine on the upper St. Croix.  Lumbermen from the east had long known of the timber resources 

and wasted no time in staking out claims to stands of white pine.  Because of the series of rapids in this part of the St. Croix 

Dalles, steamboats could only come this far.  Loggers working in the virgin pine forests bought supplies from the Folsom store 

and headed into the stands of pine to establish logging camps on the upper river.

The St. Croix River was an important river highway for logging but so were the tributaries.  The logs were cut in the camps in 

winter and piled along the tributaries.  In the spring when the ice was gone and the rivers were flowing with high water the 

logs were tumbled into these tributaries and driven down to the St. Croix River to be floated to the sawmills.  All the logs cut 

in the winter logging camps merged in the St. Croix River to start a journey of as long as 100 miles down river, most to the 

boom site north of Stillwater.  Each lumber company had their own brand bark stamped and also stamped on the ends of the 

logs.  At the boom, logs were sorted by owner and rafted to sawmills along the St. Croix and Mississippi Rivers.  The river 

was often so full of logs that a person could walk across the river on them and see nothing but logs in either direction.  Most 

logs were pine since hardwood was too heavy to float to the mills.  The logs came down the tributaries of the St. Croix — the 

Kettle, Snake and Rum, the Clam, Trade, and Yellow Rivers, from the various camps.  

The rocky gorge at the Dalles of the St. Croix River at Taylors Falls and St. Croix Falls was a particular challenge for the log 

drives and the scene of several large logjams at the point the river took a hard right turn at Angle Rock.  Log drivers called 

River Pigs guided the logs downstream.  Their work started in the spring when the water in the river was high but still very 

cold.  These men wore caulked or cleated boots to keep their footing on the continually moving mass of logs. They used their 

pike poles (also called peaveys) to keep logs moving downstream and attempted to keep logs from tangling up in a jam or 

getting stuck in the mud.  Red wool flannel shirts helped keep the men warm, as they scurried from log to log over cold water.  

River driving was dangerous work.  Men who fell into the water often drowned or were crushed between logs.  A drowned 

man's pike pole was considered jinxed and none would want to use the pole, so they just let them float down river.  Part of 

keeping the drivers going for long days was the floating cook shack called a Wannigan that followed the drivers downstream.  

This broad flat-bottomed boat was designed to take the jostling of the logs and ride the rapids.  At night the drivers camped 

out along the riverbank.  Most drivers recalled that it was always wet and cold.  The trip for the drivers and their logs from the 

logging camps on the upper river tributaries to the Stillwater boom could take two months.  Two months, unless there was a 

major log jam up river.

When major logjams occurred sawmills downstream often had to shut down because the logs just could not get through.  

The Dalles of the St. Croix at Taylors Falls and St. Croix Falls was the usual spot the logs jammed, at Angle Rock, where the 

river makes a right angle turn.  The river through the Dalles is much narrower than up river and with the turn, it is not hard to 

imagine the problem.  Possibly the largest jam in history happened at the Dalles in 1886.  The spring of 1886 was a dry 
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year and the water levels in the river and its tributaries were dropping.  Lumbermen worried that there would not be enough 

water to drive the logs down river.  Suddenly heavy rainstorms in the first week of June changed all of that.  Logs were sent 

downriver at a furious rate from all the camps on all the tributaries.  The mass of logs could not turn the corner at Angle Rock 

and soon became crowded from behind by more logs.  The logs began to pile on top of one another and block the river.  

More logs floated into the jammed logs and by the time the damage was done some 200 million feet of logs were part of the 

jam.  Logs extended for several miles up river from Angle Rock. 

It took two hundred workers over six weeks to break up the logjam with help from two river steamboats, ropes, two railroad 

steam engines, several teams of horses and finally, 24 pounds of dynamite.  During the six weeks it took to break the jam, 

thousands of visitors came by rail and steamboat to see the spectacle.  An article in the New York Times stated “no one 

would ever suspect the existence of the stream beneath the huge pile, except for the murmur of the water as it swishes down 

among the rocks and logs.”

There are still traces of the log drives on the river today.  Many logs are buried in the bottom of the river.  Occasionally one of 

these logs will get loose and come to the surface.  These ‘deadheads’ usually show only the head or narrow end of the log.  

There are many logs buried in the sand at the bottom of the river near the picnic and camp area of the Minnesota Interstate 

Park.  Recently, a deadhead log was examined that came to the surface and the logger’s brand on the ‘butt end’ or large end 

of the log could still be seen.  The end was cut off the log and it can be seen at the Interstate State Park interpretive center. 

There are still logs at the bottom of the deep water of the Dalles.  In the 1930s a large number of logs were removed from the 

river and used to make furniture.

  

Photos:   Minnesota Historical Society 
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One of the easiest ways to explore this area of the river is by paddleboat.  Before railroads came to the St. Croix valley in the 

late 1870s and good roads were built, steamboats were the only connection river towns had with the outside world.  Today 

paddle boats travel the St. Croix River for fun not need.  Taylors Falls Scenic Boat Tours runs trips daily between May and 

October.  Their modern fleet of stern-wheel paddle boats harks back to historic excursion boats that have plied the St. Croix 

River for more than 150 years.  The licensed boat pilot and tour guide will point out rock formations left behind as the glaciers 

retreated thousands of years ago and provide some of the unique history of the river.  The views through the Dalles are 

breathtaking and when the boat sideslips around Angle Rock, it gives some sense of why the log drivers hated the Dalles 

because it was so easy to have logs jam between the sheer cliffs. 

Every spring from 1838 on, townspeople of St. Croix River communities looked forward to the steamboat season.  

"Steamboat's a-comin!" was the call to teachers to close school early, for merchants to close their shops and for everyone to 

gather at the levee.  The sound of steam driven calliopes and dark smoke billowing on the horizon was a sign that the 

isolation of winter was over.  The ice had melted and riverboats could travel once more.  From that first steamboat, Palmyra, 

to reach Taylors Falls in 1838, there came to be hundreds of steamboats that traveled annually on the St. Croix, peaking 

between 1860-90.  Steamboats with paddle wheels were useful for river travel because they could carry large amounts of 

cargo in shallow water.  A 200-ton steamboat extended only 18 inches underwater.  However, during low water steamboats 

could get stuck on sandbars for several days.  During one summer of low water, a steamboat pilot suggested that the 

Minnesota legislature prohibit river catfish from using what little water was left.  Logjams also affected steamboat travel.  The 

l883 logjam prevented travel for more than two months.

Steamboat travel became such an important industry that nearly every town along the St. Croix had a boat-manufacturing 

yard.  From the beginning, steamboats were decorated with elegance in mind.  Many had brass bands on board and large 

staterooms for dining and dancing.  Early residents described these vessels as ‘floating wedding cakes,’ because they were 

usually white and multi-storied.  Despite their luxury, steamboat travel was inexpensive.  The cost to travel from Prescott 

(Point Douglas) to the Dalles of the St. Croix was 25 cents.  However, it was also common for passengers to share deck 

space with livestock.  As the name implies, steamboats were powered by steam.  Wood was used as fuel for the giant boilers  

that created the steam to power the paddle wheels.  Several steamboats sank when their boilers exploded and the boat 

caught fire. 

Some steam towboats were designed to pull rafts of logs down river to the sawmills or to help pull logjams loose to clear the 

river, but most steamboats carried cargo or passengers.  There was a healthy tension between boat owners who needed a 

clear channel in order to operate, and the logging company and sawmill owners who preferred to see the river filled bank to 

bank with logs.  At times of major logjams it was not uncommon for logging company owners to get sued and to have to pay 

damages for lost profits for steamboat owners.  In the early days, logging booms stretched bank to bank to capture logs and 

sort them by owner into rafts for sawing.  The volume of logs in the St. Croix River provided the inevitable legal conflict that 

resulted in a U.S. Supreme Court decision to eventually guarantee boat owners the right to access a navigable channel, even 

when logs were being floated down river.  That Supreme Court decision was initiated as a result of the river being blocked to 

all boat traffic at the boom site north of Stillwater.  This decision established navigation law for the entire United States.
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While it was advantageous to boat owners to have the backing of the United States Government to assure access to 

navigable channels in the St. Croix River, it is pretty hard to make a law against logjams.  If too many logs reach the narrows 

at Angle Rock at the same time, the logs are going to jam.  The legal liability for logging company owners and, perhaps more 

importantly, the shutdown of sawmills that resulted from jams, indicated something had to be done to control the rate of flow 

of logs from the upper river through the Dalles narrows.  It was no longer acceptable to have the river completely blockaded 

as it had been in 1865, 1877, 1883 and again in 1886, say nothing of the minor logjams that stopped navigation and the 

lumber business for shorter periods of time. 

In 1878, the Taylors Falls Reporter lamented that "ruin and stagnation" were being forced upon the St. Croix River by the 

loggers' monopolizing the river thoroughfare.  The sawmill at Marine, the last one to survive above the Stillwater boom, was 

forced out of business after the gigantic jam of 1883, when the narrow bend at the Dalles held back millions of feet of logs for 

57 days.  For years, the Stillwater (and St. Paul) lumbermen had "oppressed the people of the upper valley" by their monopoly 

of the St. Croix River according to an article in the Reporter.  Up to then a territorial charter had permitted the lumbermen to 

act with impunity but the protective charter would expire in 1890, and now time was running out, even for them.  It was clear 

to the prosperous enterprising lumbermen in Stillwater and St. Paul that their headlong race to strip the pine forests in the 

north would be hampered unless they built a dam to regulate the flow of logs and the level of water in the river.  Their answer 

was to build the Nevers Dam ten miles north of Taylors Falls.  The monumental logjam of 1886 merely added to their resolve 

to act. 

The idea of building a big dam had been talked about for 25 years and during that time the logjam at Taylors Falls alone had 

cost $75,000, which could be prevented in future by constructing a dam.  After Nevers Dam was built, the plan was to 

construct a boom across the river to hold back the flow of logs above the dam.  The logs would be sluiced through the dam 

just as they were needed.  River navigation below the Dalles would be safer, and in low water Nevers Dam gates would close 

down to build up a ‘head’ of water before sluicing began, so that there was a sufficient depth to carry the logs along.  The 

dam contemplated for construction would need to be large, very large.

When completed, the full dimensions of the dam would be 624 feet by 112 feet.  There would be thirteen gates, 16 feet high 

by 24 feet wide, and one Lang Bear Claw gate, 20 feet high by 80 feet wide.  The piers between each gate were 86 feet long, 

18 feet high and 12 feet wide.  As the dam neared completion, the Stillwater Daily Gazette of July 8, 1890 reported the 

foundation consisted of 9,000 piles driven close together in rows across the river, and down river 200 feet.  The piles, driven 

into the bed of the river from 12 to 16 feet, were then cut off even at the upper and down river side of each row.  Between 

these rows a solid filling of rocks and gravel was placed and the amount of rock used was 20,000 cords, bought from people 

living nearby, and delivered at the dam at $4.50 and $5.00 a cord.  The amount of gravel used in the bed of the river and in 

the wings was all that could be transported with 20 gravel cars, running on a good iron track, in from three to four months, 

from gravel pits at either end of the two wings of the dam.  On top of the piles there was a double timber floor caulked 

watertight 20 inches thick, and on the dam a substantial wagon bridge with a roadway fourteen feet wide was built.  In all 

3,500,000 feet of timber was used to construct the dam.
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Records say six rail carloads of spikes went into the dam.  The spikes (or ‘drift bolts’) were shipped as long iron shafts, cut to 

the needed length, and pointed at the end at the building site on Nevers Dam.  Although the builders of Nevers Dam had 

some steam-powered equipment, the dam was actually put together by hand-labor, as the men used augers to bore holes in 

the timbers and pilings and then drove in each spike and bolt.  Some of the timbers ranged up to 14 by 14 inches and the 

spikes needed were two feet long.

The "Stillwater Gazette" of 1890 wrote of the dam: "Work was commenced last September and completed or nearly so June 

1st.  The average number of men engaged during that time 180; though late last fall the number reached 280.  In addition, 

there were in operation five steam engines, two planing mills, one sawmill, one electric light plant, several pile drivers, seven 

flatboats for moving stone, lumber, etc., besides a large number of horse and ox teams."  When the dam shut its gates the 

possible head of water for Nevers was seventeen feet, which would hold water up for twelve to fourteen miles.  Many people 

called Nevers Dam "the largest pile-driven dam in the world."  It was certainly one of the largest.

Once the dam was in operation, some eight million feet of logs were sluiced through the dam at a time.  It would take about 

two weeks to sort the logs out of the boom at Stillwater and when the sawmills were ready for more logs, they sent word up 

by a man on horseback, at which point another eight million feet of logs would be sluiced through.  The old Charles Nevers 

house and property had been purchased in order to construct the dam.  Nevers settled his homestead here in 1860, and  

died in 1889 at the time negotiations were starting for the purchase of his land by the St. Croix Dam and Boom Company.

Photos:   Minnesota Historical Society 
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The first season of operation of Nevers Dam in 1890 brought more logs to the Stillwater boom than any season before, nearly 

450,000,000 feet of logs.  The boom above the dam had worked perfectly and had exhibited a capacity to hold all logs 

needed to prevent jams and yet provide a steady supply of timber to the sawmills.  By the end of the season the river was 

clear of logs, whereas in years past there had been 40,000,000 to 100,000,000 feet of logs left all winter in the river from the 

Snake River 25 miles above the dam to the gap of the Stillwater boom.  The press gave all credit to Nevers Dam for the great 

output of the season; for the small cost of getting logs downriver, and the fact that there had been no jams in the first year of 

operation.  

Nevers Dam continued to meet expectations and over the next 15 years sluiced ninety-two hundred (9,200) million feet of 

pine through the bear trap gate at Nevers.  For context, it took some ten thousand feet of lumber to build one home in the 

period.  In the 50 years of logging before Nevers Dam was in operation, the pineries of the St. Croix valley had already 

provided 7,607 million feet of pine logs to St. Croix River sawmills and to mills downstream along the Mississippi River.  

Nevers Dam had made it efficient to remove the last remaining timber in the region.  It had only taken 65 years of intensive 

logging in the St. Croix valley to strip away the vast tracts of white pines that once defined the region, and to create a 

landscape void of old growth forests that had evolved over millennia.

Nevers Dam had been a product of the lumbering era; its purpose was to control the flood of logs that came down river from 

the northern pineries to the sawmills at Stillwater.  Built in 1890 by the St. Croix Dam and Boom Co., it served the lumbermen 

for a relatively short time during 15 years or so of intensive logging.  An era at an end, the last log was sluiced through in 

1912, and this signaled once and for all the end of the wood cutters' heyday on the St. Croix; and an end to the vast stands 

of timber that had once defined the physical environment of the St. Croix River valley.  In 1888, two years before Nevers Dam 

went into operation, W.H.C. Folsom, in his book Fifty Years In The Northwest, had already foreseen the end of the logging era:

 “The pine woods will not last always; already the camps are being pushed  farther and further to the north and west, 

 and wherever the denuded pine  lands are arable the farmer is making his home.  The lumbering industry is also 

 passing into the hands of corporations, and with their extensive means and the armies of men employed by them the 

 forests are disappearing more rapidly than ever.  It is possible that the present generation of lumbermen may be the 

 last in the valley of the St. Croix...”

The end of Nevers Dam came in the floods of May, 1954, when sections of the structure were washed away.  The dam 

became unusable and was removed by a wrecking crew in the fall of 1955.  Huge bonfires on the shore consumed the 

wooden remnants of the dam, and in an ironic way the smoke signaled an end to complete exploitation of the river system. 

Thirteen years later, in 1968, the St. Croix River would be designated by Congress as one of the original eight rivers to be 

protected under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.  With this impetus, the State of Minnesota proceeded to create a Wild River 

State Park.  At the same time, the Northern States Power Company followed through with plans dating from the 1930s to 

donate 4,497 acres from a strip of land along the river in northern Chisago County to the state for use as Wild River Park.  In 

1973 the state had its fifth park on the St. Croix, but legislation for this one specified environmental rather than recreational 

uses.  The park, also on the St. Croix Scenic Byway, contains the remains of two fur trading posts, a segment of the Old 
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Military (Government) Road, the remnants of the Nevers Dam site, and eighteen miles of St. Croix National Scenic Riverway 

shoreland within the park.  Archaeological remains have been found in the park dating back 5000 years, but the majority of 

artifacts date from 1200-500 years ago.  A village site from this time has been identified near the mouth of the Sunrise River.  

A fur trading post was built on top of the ancient village site in 1847.  Together with a post established nearby in 1850, these 

were the last trading posts in the St. Croix valley, and only operated for a few years.

The gateway to Wild River State Park lies within Amador Township, first settled in 1846 and organized as a town in 1858.  

Three miles south of the Wild River Park entrance is the small, unincorporated community of Almelund, surrounded by 

farmland still owned by descendants of the original Swedish immigrants who arrived in the 1850s.  Almelund, which means 

“elm grove” in Swedish, was founded in 1887 and has an excellent small museum (Amador Heritage Center) in the Amador 

Town Hall, a two-room brick school house built in 1910.

In 1990 the Friends of the Amador Heritage Center purchased an additional parcel of land for a Swedish Immigrant Log Farm.  

On the site are a number of vintage log cabins dating from the 1850s and 1860s, a log granary and other wood frame 

buildings.  Almelund is also known throughout east central Minnesota for hosting the annual Threshing Show, a fifty-year old 

celebration of vintage tractors, old farm equipment, and traditional threshing methods.  The Threshing Grounds are home to 

the old Chisago County Courthouse, the oldest wood frame courthouse in use in Minnesota at the time it was moved to the 

site, and also a school and depot museum.  Every September the community holds the old fashioned Amador Apple Festival 

to support further restoration work for the Heritage Center.

 

Photos:   Bill Neuman
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Midway between the north and south ends of Wild River Park the waters of the Sunrise River cut through the park and empty 

into the St. Croix.  One mile south of the confluence is the community of Sunrise.  In 1852 or 1853, William Holmes, whose 

birthplace is unknown, established a farm on the Sunrise Prairie, located on the Sunrise River about a mile south of its mouth 

at the St. Croix River.  John A. Brown from Pennsylvania and Patten W. Davis from Virginia started farming in the vicinity in 

1853.  That same year, Brown and Patten built a road to St. Paul with the help of Henry L. Ingalls and his wife, Lavina.  The 

couple were natives of Connecticut who had migrated to Illinois and then California before arriving in Sunrise.  Mrs. Ingalls 

was likely the first white woman in Sunrise.  Also in 1853, a circuit-riding preacher began holding services in the new 

settlement.  His efforts resulted in the establishment of a congregation that remains to the present day as Sunrise Bible 

Church.  In 1854, John G. Mold arrived and built a sawmill, later establishing a store (1869) and a hotel.  By 1855, Brown had 

also established a store, hotel and sawmill, and had platted the original town site of Sunrise City, comprising approximately 65 

acres, on June 6, 1856.  George S. Frost established a post office in 1856, and in 1857 a large colony of settlers from 

western New York State came to Sunrise and began establishing farms, homes, and businesses.  On October 26, 1858, 

Sunrise was organized as a township. The village of Sunrise is still located on the plat of Sunrise City but it was never 

incorporated into a city and remains under township jurisdiction.  In the 1850s Sunrise was a busy town with a rip-roaring 

reputation, based on logging and milling.  It is well worth a stop to see the 1861 schoolhouse, the old bank (currently a 

restaurant), and particularly the old Sunrise Cemetery with its beautiful white pines and the sound of the Sunrise River near by.  

A dead-end road leads a short distance to the mouth of the Sunrise River as it enters the St. Croix.  

This portion of the St. Croix Scenic Byway winds its way through Amador and Sunrise Townships for eighteen miles along 

Wild River State Park, a park that abuts the St. Croix for its entire length.  Legislation that established the park requires 

environmental protection and restoration as the principal purpose of park management, and this provides the byway traveler 

with a rare opportunity to be immersed in small communities abutting the park and in environments that seem to hearken 

back to the nineteenth century.  People still live in Sunrise as they did 150 years ago, but at a density of twelve to thirteen 

houses per square mile, the opportunity to enjoy a sampler of natural and scenic environments as they might have once 

existed should be an attraction for any traveler that wants to get away from civilization for a while.  Heading north out of 

Sunrise, the byway catches additional segments of the historic 1852 Point Douglas to Superior Military Road (Government 

Road).  A portion of the road through Wild River Park is on the National Register of Historic Places.  

While his brother W.H.C. Folsom settled in Taylors Falls and became a principal force in developing the city, George Folsom 

preempted 160 acres in Rusheba Township, just up the road from Sunrise, and in 1855 (with the help of William Plummer) 

built a hotel and tavern on Government Road that became the first stage stop on the trip from Point Douglas.  The stage 

passed through Rusheba every 2-3 days and charged a fare for the trip of $10.  Going past the Old Taylor Cemetery, crossing 

over Rush Creek where the stage stop was located, travelers have an option to follow Ferry Road down to the National Park 

Service Landing (Ferry Landing) that was the site of the old Rush City Ferry.  The northern most byway city in Chisago County 

is Rush City, incorporated in 1870 and named after Rush Creek.  It was important as a railroad, logging, and potato growing 

area.  It is home to the Grant House and the Carlson House, both listed on the National Register of Historic Places.  The 

Grant House is a brick hotel built in 1896 to serve this railroad community, originally built in 1880 but consumed by fire, and 

when rebuilt it was made larger.  
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In Rush City the byway route along Chisago County Highway 30 becomes Minnesota Highway 361 (old Highway 61) for a 

short distance and at the Pine County line becomes Pine County Highway 61, which remains the byway route through Rock 

Creek, Pine City, Hinckley, Sandstone and up to the northern terminus of the St. Croix Scenic Byway, where it meets up with 

the southern terminus of the Veterans Evergreen Memorial Scenic Byway, just west of Askov.  It is worth noting that the St. 

Croix Scenic Byway is a connecting link between the Great River Road and the Evergreen Memorial Scenic Byway.  Using all 

three byways permits a traveler to take a scenic, restful and rewarding drive from the Great River Road south of Hastings to 

Duluth and continue up along The North Shore Drive, without driving on a freeway.      

Photos:   Bill Neuman (left, lower right), Minnesota Historical Society (upper right)


